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A bit of history
• British colony 1886 – 1948
• Democracy 1948 – 1962
• Military junta (Tatmadaw) 1962 – 2011
• Semi-democratic rule from 2011 until coup February 2021
• Ongoing violence by military

Research aim
• So far no effective domestic justice or
truth-telling
• Limited scholarly work that looks at vast
array of multi-layered CSO documentation
efforts and their complexities
Our aim
• To analyze the current scope of CSO
documentation work on HRV
• To see how CSO documentation work
could contribute to truth-telling in
Myanmar and to international
criminal accountability

Civil Society
Organization
(CSO)

“individuals and groups who voluntarily engage in
forms of public participation and action around
shared interests, purposes and values that are
compatible with the goals of the UN: the
maintenance of peace and security, the realization
of development, and the promotion and respect of
human rights”

(UN 2014)

Three layers of
civil society
documentation
& monitoring

Myanmar civil society organizations

Refugee and diaspora communities

Third party entities

Layer 1: Myanmar civil society organizations
• Work of local CSOs in Myanmar, including cross-border activities
• Initially mainly faith-based organizations
• Since 2000 rapid rise of reports
• More focus on ethnic minority victims and social and economic rights

• Individual CSOs
• Often limit attention to specific region/ethnicity/religion/gender/violation
• E.g. Karen Human Rights Group: region (South East) & ethnicity
• Examples of CSO networks
• ND-Burma: 13 members and partner organizations (since 2004)
• Women’s League of Burma: 13 organizations (since 1999)

Documentation methods, standards and output
• Field research: victim testimonies, eyewitness reports
• ND-Burma & KHRG use standardized reporting formats
• Flow of theme-specific or timeframe-specific reports
• Output centers on internally displaced people and refugees, political prisonders, women and many
more
• Some reports major impact: e.g. ‘License to Rape’ by Shan Human Rights Foundation (2002) >> rape
as a weapon of war on international crime agenda

• Provided documentation to non-prosecutorial Independent Investigative Mechanism for Myanmar
(est. by UN in 2018)

Layer 2: Refugee and diaspora communities
• Due to repressed civic space and high number of political prisoners: exile movement (under military rule and later
Rohingya exodus)
• In exile to Thailand, China, India and Bangladesh
• Activist CSOs outside Myanmar and in border areas
• E.g. Free Burma Coalition, Ethnics Nationalities Council – working with international advocacy groups such as
Burma Campaign UK, US Campaign for Burma
• Christian organizations
• Islamic organizations
• Share findings with Myanmar government, but main focus is in the realm of international justice, Western world
and UN

Layer 3: Third party entities
Larger international NGOs and institutional actors active in documenting HRVs themselves
• Goal: reporting to HR bodies, e.g. Human Rights Council, and general advocacy
• E.g. Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, Physicians for Human Rights

• Goal: influencing specific accountability processes

• E.g. Public International Law & Policy Group: 2018 report
• Report used by ICC Prosecutor’s Office to open Investigation (ICC, July 2019)

• Universities

• International Human Rights Clinic at Harvard Law School: legal memorandum (2014)
finding Myanmar military committed war crimes in 2005-2006 through 11 independent field missions
• Yale Law Clinic: legal analysis (2015) on persecution of Rohingya through collaboration with Fortify Rights
• Research initiative on HRV in Myanmar by International State Crime Initiative at Queen Mary University
(England)

• Situations where victims and victim
communities are asked to repeatedly
(re)tell stories to different
documenters/audiences

Risk of overdocumentation

• Often no understanding of who is
listening/for what purpose
• For example with Rohingya refugees:
relatively accessible

• Concerns
• Safety and wellbeing
• Accuracy of information provided

Issues of hierarchy
and contestation of
information

Hierarchy
• Difficult to provide all HRV with equal attention
(how to prioritize? Most severe HRV, most likely
to be prosecuted, most vulnerable?)
• ‘filtering’ of HRV documentation because of
logistics, finances and political context
• Marginalized groups receive less attention than
victimized high profile activists
• Rohingya population: women, transgenders less
likely to have experiences documented
Contestation
• Between ethnic groups: dominant Bamar
people.
• Divide-and-rule strategy, perpetuate
internal conflict
• Competitive victimhood hampers collaboration
between ethnic groups (‘who suffered the
most?’)
e.g. Rohingya: not recognized by other CSO groups
in Myanmar, now changing to attention for their
decades of exceptional suffering

Value of
strengthening
partnerships and
cooperation

• Ensure higher standards of documentation,
knowledge exchange, and ongoing dialogue

• ‘controlled vocabulary’ by ND-Burma: in
consultation with local witnesses and
international legal experts
• Standardized reporting formats by KHRG and
ND-Burma
• Prevent duplication

Benefits for
international
accountability
processes

• Three noteworthy international accountability
processes related to 2017 violations against
Rohingya
• State responsibility under the Genocide
Convention at International Court of
Justice
• Criminal Investigations by Office of the
Prosecutor of the International Criminal
Court
• Foreign domestic procedure under
universal jurisdiction in Argentina
(allowed case to proceed)
• Symbolically important, but..
• No other ethnic groups, long processes, only
after 2017 >> not the whole picture

As historical record and memory initiatives
• Gain information about their own suffering

Potential for
truth-telling
processes

• As a society acknowledge the past atrocities
• Currently fragmented and informal
• ND-Burma: oral history activities
• Two small museums on political prisoners (AAPP):
• National Unity Government to built museum on
atrocities committed by military
• Burma Civil War Museum (online)

Through educational reform
• For history curricula and human rights
education

Potential for
truth-telling
processes

• Address past violence and support
autonomous thinking
• Potential to reach multiple generations

• State has failed to secure the right to
education, worse since 2021-coup
• Non-state actors have developed own
curricula, but ethnic groups historically
emphasize their own victimization

• Multi-layered civil society documentation and
widespread suffering and victimization

Conclusions

• Issues of over-documentation, hierarchy and
contestation
• However, potential for:
• Partnerships and affiliated networks
• Accountability processes
• Truth-telling efforts, memorialization and
educational reform
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